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THE INVARIANT n° SEPARATION PRINCIPLE

BY

DOUGLAS E. MILLER

Abstract. We "invariantize" the classical theory of alternated unions to

obtain new separation results in both invariant descriptive set theory and in

infinitary logic Application is made to the theory of definitions of countable

models.

0. Introduction. In this paper we will be concerned with some results related

to the theorem: Disjoint Gs sets in a complete metric space can be separated by

an alternated union of closed sets. Before summarizing the contents of the

paper it will be helpful to recall some classical definitions and results.

Let X be an arbitrary set or class.

Suppose r„ T2 are two subclasses of <3'(X) such that T2 C Tx and T2 is

closed under complementation. T, has the strong separation property with

respect to T2 provided that ïorA0,Ax G T„ if A0 n Ax = 0, then there exists

B G T2 such thaM0 Q B Q~ Ax (i.e. B separates A0 fromyl,). An equivalent

condition is that Tx has the first separation property and T, n T, = T2 (cf.

Addison [1] for a discussion of this phenomenon), f, = {~ A: A &TX).

ON is the class of all ordinals. Let y G ON and suppose C =(Cß: ß < y)

is a sequence of subclasses of X. C is decreasing if Cß Q Cß- whenever

/?' < ß < y. C is continuous if CA = Dß<\ Cß whenever X < y is a limit

ordinal. e(y) = [ß G y: ß is even}. D(C) = U [Cß ~ Cß+X: ß G e(y)} is

the alternated union of C

Let T Ç 9(X). C is suitable for %(T) if C G y+xT, C is decreasing and

continuous, C0 = X and CY = 0. We define %(F) = {D(C): C is suitable

for %(T)}, %y)(T) - 0{%(T): v < y}, ^(T) = U^iT): y G ON}.
^(«¿(T) is the collection of countable alternated unions over T.

The important feature of alternated unions is their behavior under

complementation. If C is suitable for fy (ty (X)), then it is easily seen (cf.

Kuratowski [9]) that

~/)(C)= U [Cß-\~Cß'-ß ^ e(y), ß a successor}. (1)
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It follows that if r, is a class which includes Tuf and is closed under finite

intersections and countable unions, then ^ )(T) Q T, n f,.

Now suppose A!" is a topological space. Il£ and 2° are, respectively, the ath

multiplicative and additive levels of the Borel hierarchy on X (n, is the

collection of closed sets, n2 = Gs, etc.). We further specify

A°-n°ns&     n?a)=U{n¿:/?<«}•

When we wish to emphasize the dependence on X, we write IT^(Z), etc.

^(«^(n?) was known classically as the collection of resolvable sets. A result

of Montgomery (cf. [9, §34]) states that eD(oo)(II?) Q ^ provided X is metri-

zable (for separable X this is obvious). The basic n2 separation theorem (2) is

essentially due to Hausdorff (cf. Kuratowski [9] or Addison [2]).

(2) Assume X is completely metrizable. Then Iïj has the strong separation

property with respect to ^D(oo)(II?).

When X is Polish (separable, completely metrizable), (2) can be extended to

all higher levels of the Borel hierarchy.

(3) Assume X is Polish, w, > a > 1. Then TÇ has the strong separation

property with respect to ^(^(TI^).

(3) is usually proved only for successor a (cf. [9, §37]). For a = \ a limit

ordinal, the situation is simpler. One easily shows that A° = ^)u (IT(A)), and (3)

follows from the fact that 2° has the reduction property [9, §30].

Given an equivalence relation on X, it is natural to ask whether (2) and (3)

hold in "invariant" form. In §1 we will answer this question affirmatively for

suitable E. If £ is an open (lower semicontinuous) equivalence, then the

collection of ¿'-invariant Gs sets has the strong separation property with

respect to the collection of alternated unions of ¿-invariant closed sets. If E is

induced by a "Polish action" (§1), then an analogous invariant version of (3)

holds.
In §2 we combine this invariant result with a definability theorem of

Vaught [15] to obtain an analogous fact in logic.

(4) // p is countable, w, > a > 1, then Tl'°(Vp) has the strong separation

property with respect to ^(TT^/F,,)).

Here H'°(Vp) is the ath multiplicative level in the Borel' hierarchy (§2) on

the La „-elementary classes. For example, IT2 classes have the form

Mod(/\„V;c V„ByOmn) where each 0mn is finitary, quantifier-free, n, m G a.

An interesting aspect of (4) is its relation to the well-known V^-separation

theorem of first-order logic (cf. [13, p. 97]). This latter result was conjectured

by Addison by analogy with (3), and was established by Shoenfield, cf. [1]. It

can be derived from (4) and a general approximation theorem due to J.

Keisler-see Remark II, §2 below. Thus, our proof of (4) as a consequence of

(3) gives a kind of "causal explanation" for Addison's analogy.
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In §3 we use the invariant n£ separation theorem to derive several results

on the complexity of Lu u definitions of isomorphism types. The following is

typical:

(5) If a complete Luo> theory T has a countable model 31 such that the

isomorphism type of 3Í is ^'2-over-Lua, then T Is ^-categorical.

2'2-over-L^ classes have the form Mod(V„3* Am^nm(x,y)) each 0„m

G Lau. These results can also be stated in terms of topological complexity in

a natural space of countable models. This space has been studied by several

authors, most recently by Benda [5]. When stated topologically, both (5) and

3.5(h) improve one of the results of [5]. We also indicate how the invariant

separation theorem can be used in ordinary descriptive set theory by giving a

new proof of a classical definability theorem of Baire.

§4 is almost independent of the previous sections and deals with the

problem of effectiveness. We prove "admissible" versions of (3) and (4)

showing that they remain valid when we restrict our attention to EC sets and

n'° classes with "names" in any admissible set, provided a is a successor

ordinal.

Most of the material of this paper was included in the authors Ph. D.

dissertation which was written under the supervision of Robert L. Vaught.

The author is grateful to John Addison and William Wadge for important

conversations and to Robert Vaught for his constant encouragement, advice,

and criticism.

1. The invariant H° separation theorem. Assume X is a topological space

and E is an equivalence relation on X. For B C X, define

B~E = B~ - {x: (Vy)(yEx=*y G B)},

B+ =~(~.B)" = [x: (3y)(yEx&y G B)}.

B is invariant if B = B~. B~ and B+ are respectively the largest invariant

subset of B and the smallest invariant superset of B. If B# is an invariant set

such that B~ C B* Q B+, we say that 5* is an invariantization of B.

Note that

(6) If B# is an invariantization of B and B separates a pair of disjoint

invariant sets, then so does 5*.

Thus, the invariant n2 separation problem is connected with the A2

invariantization problem: "Given B G A2, find a A2 invariantization for B."

In view of (2), we can solve the A2 invariantization problem for X, when X is

completely metrizable, by solving each ^(11?) invariantization problem.

Given T Ç <3>(X), inv(T) denotes [B G T: B is invariant}.

Given C G y(<$(X)), let Ce ={Cß~: ß < y).

Lemma 1.1. Assume C is suitable for %('3'(X)). Then Ce is suitable for
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6Dy(inv(<3'(Ar))) and D(Ce) is an invariantization of D(C).

Proof. First note that for each ß < y,

+ +
ci ~ cß~+\ = cß n (~ cß+\ ) c {cß ~ cß+x ) .

It follows that

D(Ce)= U {Cß-~Cß-+x:ßEe(y)}Q U {(Cß~ Cß+X)+: ß E e(y)}

-(U {Cß~Cß+x:ßEe(y)})+ = (D(C))+.

A similar calculation based on (1) shows that ~ D(Ce) C (~ D(C))+ =

~(D(C)~). Z>(Ce) is clearly invariant, hence it is an invariantization of

D(C). Since the transform Cß H- CJ preserves inclusions and commutes with

intersections, C e is suitable for 6S)y (inv(9 (X))).   □

E is open (lower semicontinuous) if C ~ is closed whenever C is closed. An

equivalent condition is that the canonical map X—>X/E be an open

mapping. For example, every equivalence which is induced by a group of

autohomeomorphisms of X is open.

Theorem 1.2. Assume X is a topological space and E is open equivalence on

X.

(a) For every y G ON, inv^ (Hj1)) = % (inv(H?)).

(b) If X is completely metrizable, then invtn^ has the strong separation

property with respect to ty^fimÇTfy).

Proof. If B is closed and E is open, then B~ G inv(n?). Thus, Ce

G^'anvtn?)) when C GY+1(II?). If D(C) is invariant, then, by (6) and 1.1,
D(C) = D(Ce). This proves (a). Now suppose X is completely metrizable,

A0, Ax G inv(n¿. Applying (2), let C be suitable for ^(«»(n?), A0 Q D(C)

Q~AX. Then, again by (6) and 1.1, D(CB) G 6D(oo)(inv(n?)) and A0Q

D(CB)Q~AX.   U

Before giving a similar invariant version of (3), we review some of the

definitions and results of Vaught [15]. Let G be a topological space. Recall

that a subset of G is meager (first category) if it is a countable union of

nowhere dense sets. G is a Baire space if no nonempty open subset of G is

meager.

Assume for the remainder of §1 that G is a Baire space, X and X' are sets

(possibly with additional structure), and 7 is a function on G X A!" to X'. For

B CX', x<=X, define Bx = {g: J(g, x) G B), B+J = [x: Bx ^ 0}, B~J

= ~(~B)+J. Further define B* = [x: Bx is comeager}, 5A = ~ (<-< £)*.

Since G is a Baire space, it is apparent that for B C X',
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B~J QB* Ç£4Ç B+J. (7)

For B¡ çr,/Gw, we also have

(n*,)• =n^.   (ub\*-uBf. (8)
V /eu    /        ,e<d V ie«    '       l'Eu

For g G G define J8: X -» A" by setting /*(*) = /(g, a:). If G is a group,

X = X', and the map g (-> Jg is a homomorphism on G to the group of

permutations of X, then $- = (G, A", 7) is an action. If, moreover, G is a

(Baire) topological group with a countable base, A" is a topological space and

/ is continuous in each variable separately, then % is a special action. An

important particular case is that of a Polish action- G and X are Polish spaces

and J is fully continuous.

Let (G, X, J) be an action and let Ej = {(x, x'): (3g)(J(g, x) - jO}- Then

£} is an equivalence on A" and, for B Q X, B~J = B~Ej. It follows from (7)

and the homogeneity of topological groups that

(9) If G is a Baire topological group, (G, X, J) is an action, and B Ç.X,

then both B* and BA are invariantizations of 5 (with respect to Ej).

In [15] Vaught solved each EC invariantization problem for special actions

by proving:

(10) Assume (G, X, J) is a special action, 1 < a < w„ B G n£. Then

5* G n°.
Note that (10) does not directly solve the A° invariantization problem. If

B G A°, then 5* G U°a, B* G 2°, but neither B* nor 5A is necessarily a

member of A°. As in 1.1 and 1.2, we will solve the A° invariantization

problems for special actions on Polish spaces by considering alternated

unions.

Return to the basic hypothesis on G, X, X', J. For y G co„ C GY <3)(Ar')

define C® = <C|:/3< y>.

Lemma 1.3. Assume yEu, and C is suitable for 6))y(<3'(X')). Then C9is

suitable for %(<$(X)) and (D(C))* QD(C®)Q (D(C))\

Proof. Since the intersection of a comeager subset of G with a nonmeager

set is nonmeager, we have for each ß < y,

c*ß ~ ci+l - q n (~ cß+x )Aç (c, ~ cß+x f.

Since the transform B |-> ¿?A commutes with countable unions and the

transform 5^5* commutes with countable intersections and preserves

inclusions, we may substitute "*" for "—", "A" for " + " in the proof of 1.1 to

obtain a proof of 1.3.   □

Theorem 1.4. Assume that (G, X, J) is a special action, I < a < w,, y < co„

E = Ej.
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(a) // C is suitable for %(n^a-), then C®/j suitable for % (inv(EÇa))) and

D (C®) is an invariantization of D (C).

(b)inv(öDy(n°a))) = 6DY(inv(n°a))).

(c) If X is Polish, then inv(n£) has the strong separation property with respect

to ̂ (invfllk))).

Proof. The proof is entirely parallel to that of 1.2.

To establish (a), let C =(Cß: ß < y). By (10) each C| is invariant n^ so

Z>(C®) is suitable for <>Dy (inv(n^a))). By (9) and 1.3, £>(C®) is an invarianti-

zation of D(C).

(b) is immediate from (a) since an invariant set is its own only invarianti-

zation.

To establish (c), let Ac, Ax be disjoint invariant EC sets. Applying (3) let C

be suitable for ^^íTI^), A0 C D(C) Q~ Ax. By (6) and (a), £(C®) G

ßD(Ui)(inv(n°o))) and A0 C D (C®) Ç ~ A,.   D

2. The n'° separation theorem. Let p be a countable similarity type.

Without loss of generality (see Remark I below) we assume that p is simply a

set of relation symbols. For P G p, let w(P) be the arity of P. Vp is the class of

all p-structures. Given a collection ñ of sentences of Lua(p) and a class

K C Vp, let Q(K) = (Mod(a) n K: a G Ü). Vf is the'class of infinite
p-structures and for a G LUiU(p), Mod°°(a) = Mod(a) n Vf. A fragment of

Lu,u(p) is a subset of LUiU which is closed under negation, quantification,

finite conjunction and disjunction, passage to subformulas, and substitution

of variables.
The canonical logic space of type p is the topological product space Xp =

nPep2n(P). We identify S E Xp with (w, S) to view Xp as the set of p-

structures having universe w. Given a sentence a E Lu u(p), we set [a] =

Mod(o) n Xp. The canonical logic action of type p is fyp = (Xp, w!, Jp), where

w! is the group of permutations of the set w given the relative topology as a

subspace of w", and J' is defined by setting

Jp(*> s)P(h,.... /„(P)) = s(g~x(ix),..., g-x(in(P)))-

Thus, Jp(g, S) = gS is the usual isomorph of S under g and Ej = Ip is the

usual isomorphism relation between p-structures. It is easily seen that Xp is a

Polish space and %p is a Polish action (cf. [15]). All action-theoretic terms in

this section will refer to this action.

A basic' or H'% formula of type p is a finite conjunction of atomic formulas

and negations of atomic formulas. The Borel' hierarchy of formulas of

Lu u(p) is then defined for 1 < a < w, by the recursive conditions:

H'2 = {-,<*>: 4» G 2'°};
TT'°   =  I I        TT'0>
11 (a) U ß<a11 ß>

2'a = {V©: © is countable and each 9 G 0 is of the form 3d, • • • Bvk4>,
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where k E co, each v¡ is a variable, and \p E n^}.

In [15] Vaught proved

(11) Let a > l.UBE n^) then B* E W°a(Xp).
Combining this with (9) he obtained

(12) Let a > 1 and suppose X is an invariant subspace of Xp. Then

inv(n°(A-)) = n"i(X).
The main result of this section is the n'° separation theorem: Disjoint n'°

classes can be separated by a countable alternated union of n'°a) classes, a > 2.

Over infinite models this result is an immediate consequence of (12) and

Theorem 1.4. If a > 2 and a, 9 are TC° sentences such that Mod°°(a) n

Mod°°(0) = 0, then [a], [9] are disjoint invariant n° subsets of Xp. By 1.4,

[a] C D(C) C [~\9] for some countable sequence C =(Cß: ß < y)

suitable for öDY(inv ltfa)). By (12), each Cß is [<f>ß] for some 4>ß G U%y By

the infinitary Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, <Mod°°(<pß): ß < y> = <& is

decreasing and continuous and Mod°°(o) Ç D(<&) Ç Mod^lO).

Since p is assumed to be countable, every collection of finite p-structures is

2'°( ^p)- Using this fact, the full H° separation theorem for a > 2 is easily

obtained from the corresponding result over infinite models. In dealing with

n'° and with problems of effectiveness however, this ad hoc approach to finite

models breaks down. We will solve the problem by considering a variant of

the usual logic space and proving a definability theorem analogous to (12).

The (familiar) trick is to treat equality as a nonlogical symbol so that an

infinite set of natural numbers can represent a single element of a finite

structure.

Le£«i be a binary relation symbol which is not in p and let p = p U {«}•

Let Xp C Xp be the collection of all (S, ~) such that ~ is a congruence on w

for each relation in S and each congruence class is infinite. Since each

equality axiom is n'?, Xp is n'2 in Xp. Given (S, ~) G Xp, the natural

quotient structure (S, ~)/~ is a p-structure and it is apparent that every

finite or infinite countable p-structure can be obtained as such a quotient.

Given X Q Xp, n E u>, let Xw = {(S, ix, ...,/„): S E X &/„..., /„ are

distinct natural numbers}. An «-formula is a formula with free variables

included in {v0,..., v„_,}. If 9 E Lu u(p) is an «-formula, define

[9M] = Mod(0) n X(pn) = {(S, ï) E Xln\ (co, S, Ï) t= 9 }.

Given t> G Lu¡u(p) let cf> = cf>(=) be the result of substituting « for the

equality symbol = throughout <}>. Clearly c> has the same position in the

Borel' hierarchy on p that </> has in the hierarchy on p. Furthermore, if c> is an

«-formula, then

[íw] n X¡n)= {(S, ~, /„ ..., /„): ((co, S ~)/~, [/,],..., [/„]) N «*>}.

Here, [/] is the equivalence class of /' under ~.
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[$w] D A"p(n) will be denoted (fá>("\ As usual we drop the superscript when

« = 0. Given any class T of p-formulas, we let T = {$: <}> E T).

Since each_~ is a congruence, any isomorphism between structures (S, —),

(S', ~') G Xp induces an isomorphism betweerf the corresponding quotients.

It follows that each class (j$D is an /--invariant subset of Xp, and we have for

each a > 1,

n*(*p)çinv(n°(A"p)).

Since all congruence classes have the same cardinality, any isomorphism

between quotient structures (S, ~)/~ and (S't ~')/~' can be lifted to an

isomorphism between the structures (S, —) and (S", ~'). Thus, Ip is the

natural equivalence on Xp to study for applications to logic.

With a minor modification of the proof, Vaught's main definability results

go over to the new context:

Proposition 2.L Let a > 1. _

(a) If BE n°tt(Xp) then B* E Il'0a(Xp)^ _
(b) IfX is any invariant subspace of Xp, then inv(n°(A")) =IT°(X).

Proof. Before proceeding with the proof of 2.1 note that (12) is easily

derived from 2.1(b) by considering the invariant subspace X = {(S, ~):

(S ~)/~ is infinite}. The obstacle_to a similar derivation of 2.1(b) from (12)

applied to the invariant subspace X C X- is that (12) is proved for logic with

equality. We will see that in our special case, this "extra" logical equality

symbol can be eliminated.

Given a formula <b, let (3* vm • • • v„_,)(<í>) abbreviate (3vm • • • v„_,)(<>

A A/</<BV/'fe ▼,■)• The key remark which enables us to modify the argument

of [15] is
(14) If \p is an «i-formula of LUlU(p) such that the symbol = does not occur

in uV, and « < m, then

[(3* v„ • • • vm-x)MM] n ^">=[(3v„ • • • vm_,)0/o(n)] n x¡»\

The inclusion from left tojright in (14) is trivial. For the reverse inclusion

let (S, ~, i0, ...,/„_,) G A^ and suppose (co, S, ~,i0>..., im_x) *= u\

Since each congruence class is infinite, there exist numbers i'„,.. .,i'm_, such

that /„./„_„ /„,..., 4_, are distinct and ij ~ ij fory = «.m — I.

Since ~ is a congruence,

(a, S, ~, i0,..., /„_„ /„,..., /„,_,) i= ^

and

(S, ~, /0, ...,/„_,) G [(3^ t. • • • vm_,)(^)(',)]

as required, establishing (1.4).
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Now we sketch a proof of (a). As in [15] it is necessary to prove a

somewhat stronger result. For B Q X-, let B(*n), fi(An) ç X^n) be defined as in

[15]. (Our Xjn) differs slightly from that in [15], but Vaught's definition of

2?(*n), 5(A"> makes sense in our context and yields the same sets.) Using (14)

we can modify the proof of [15] 3.1 to establish by induction on a:

(15) Let B E HPa(Xp) (respectively, 2°(A"p)). Then for each « G co there is

an «-formula i// G n'°(p) (resp. 2'°(p)) which does not contain the equality

symbol, such that

¿e») n fw=[^)] n x™     (b^ n x™ = |>(">] n x^).

(a) is immediate from (15) since B(*0) = B* and since \p(=) = $(=)(%)

= uV when = does not occur in \¡/.

Consider the initial step in the inductive proof of (15). Let B be a basic

clopen set in A"p. Then for some m and some basic' «i-formula \p of Lua(p)

which does not involve the equality symbol, B = {S: (co, S, 0,..., m — 1) N

»/-}. We know (e.g. from [15]) that 5<A"> - 1(3 * t„ • • • vm)(0n)]. By (15),

[(3* v„ • • • vm)W)M] n *»- [(3v„ • • • vj(^)(n)] n xj*.

The remaining steps are similar. At each stage we carry the additional

hypothesis that the formulas defined previously do not contain = ; we use the

argument from [15] to construct a new formula; then we use (14) to eliminate

the equality symbol from that new formula.

This completes the proof of 2.1(a). As in [15], (b) is immediate from (13),

(a), and the fact that B* is an invariantization of B.   fj

The syntactical objects corresponding to alternated unions are alternated

disjunctions. Given a sequence <E> = (fy: ß < y) of p-sentences, let

Z>($)- \/{4>ßA~l<t>ß+vßee(y)}.

A sequence (<bß: ß < y) of Tl'^a) sentences is suitable for 6Dy(n'^()) if

(Modfo): ß < y) is suitable for %(Il'0(a)(Vp)).

%(n,0(a)) = {/>(*): $ is suitable for 3>y(IT?a))}.

%u¡iuU - U %(n'U).
a<U|

Theorem 2.2. Assume 1 < a < co,. For each y E co,,

mv[%(^a{xp)))^^p^(xp)

and

iny(K(Xp)) = ^M(n'U)(Xp).
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Proof. This follows directly from 1.4, 2.1(b) and the fact that a sequence

(<t>ß-ß< y>_is suitable for %(U.'°a) if and only if (flfyl): ß < y) is suitable

ÎOT%(n°a(Xp)).   □

Now we can prove the full n'° separation theorem.

Theorem 2.3. Let p be a countable similarity type and let a > 2. Then the

collection   H'°a(Vp)   has   the  strong  separation property   with   respect   to

%,,)(n?a))(Fp).

Proof. Let Mod(0,), Mod(92) be disjoint n° classes. Then (]0,D, <\9J) are

disjoint invariant n° subsets of A"p. By 1.4(c) there is a_ set DE

%0(im(Ti°(a)(Xp))) which separates (¡0,1) from fllj. By 2.2, D n Xp = (9) for
some«i»G6D(<Oi)(n'0a)).

Clearly Mod(<i>) separates Mod(0,) from Mod(02) over countable models

and by the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem for LUtU(p), Mod(<J>) separates

Mod(0,) from Mod(02) over all models.   □

Remarks. I. We have lost no generality in assuming that our similarity type

contained only relation symbols. Suppose p is a type which includes some

operation symbols. Let p be the result of replacing each «-ary operation

symbol with an « + 1-ary relation symbol. The canonical embedding maps

Vp to a n'2 subclass of V- and the Ei'° separation theorem for Vp is easily

derived from 2.3 applied to V-.

The countability assumption on p seems to be essential for the separation

theorem. It is apparent that the definability results 2.1 and the first part of 2.2

extend to uncountable similarity types in full analogy with the results in [15].

II. As mentioned in the introduction, we can apply an approximation

theorem of J. Keisler to derive the V^ separation theorem from 2.3. For

present purposes it suffices to define for « G co, V^ = Lwu(p) n FT^. B° is the

closure of V£ under negation and finite disjunction. Given a formula <b E

LUlU(p), let «¿P be the equivalent negation-normal formula which is obtained

by repeated application of the infinitary de Morgan rules. Keisler's approxi-

mations as defined in [7] have two important features:

(16) Suppose 0„ 02 G Lww(p), <f> is in negation-normal form, and Mod(<i>)

separates Mod(0,) from Mod(62). Then there is an approximation a E

6EC (<t>) [7] such that Mod(o) also separates Mod(0,) from Mod^.

(17) If c> G %t)(U'°n) and 4, E ®(<p), then Mod«*) G B°n(Vp).
Combining (16) and (17) with 2.3 we obtain

(18) (Shoenfield) For « > 2 the collection V^(Fp) has the strong separation

property with respect to B°_,(Kp).

To verify (18), let 0„ 02 be mutually inconsistent members of V^(p). By 1.3,

there exists <b E %a¡)(U'0n-x(p)) such that Mod(<i>) separates Mod(0,) from
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Mod(02). By (15), the same is true of some a E ^(<p). By (17), Mod(a) G

B„(Kp).

In his dissertation [12], Myers proved a separation theorem for multiplica-

tive classes in the Lu¡u hierarchy based on quantifier, depth (without regard to

infinite conjunction and disjunction). Myers' result also yields Shoenfield's

via the approximation theory, but it is much less natural topologically. We do

not know a topological theorem about logic spaces from which Myers' result

can be obtained.

III. The n'2 separation theorem for successor a, a > 2, can be reduced to

the case a = 2 by the following method. The method seems to be essential for

the effective theorem of §3. It shows that the ^transform can be avoided in

deriving 2.3 for successor a (though apparently not for limit a, nor for

definability results such as 2.2).

Let p be countable and suppose K0, Kx E n'^+1(Fp) are disjoint, ß > 2.

For /' = 0, 1 choose

9, = AVv0 • • • wtí Y3v^+, • • • VnJL

such that each 0n'm G U'fß)(p), K¡ = Mod(0,). Let L be the smallest fragment

of Lu¡u(p) which contains each 0^,. Let p* = p#L be the similarity type

which contains an «-ary predicate R^ „ for each « G co and each «-formula

<> G L. Given St G Vp, a a sentence of La¡a(p), let 21* G Vp* be the canoni-

cal expansion of 31, and let Mod*(o) = {21*: 211= er}.

Let Vf = {21*: 21 G Vp). Note that:
(19) Mod*(0,) G U'°2(Vf), i = 1, 2.
(20) If <¡> E ir,(p*), then Mod(<i>) n Vf = Mod*(^) for some x¡, G W°ß(p).
By (19) and the n'2 separation theorem for p*, there exists <p E

^(Tí'ríp*)) such that Mod(<f>) separates Mod*(0,) from Mod*(0o). By

(20), Mod(<i>) n Vf = Mod*(i/0 for some ̂  E %Ui)(ß'0ß(p)). Then Modft)
separates Mod(0,) from Mod(0o).

After proving 2.3 we learned from Myers that (at least for successor a and

over infinite models) it was an unpublished result of G. E. Reyes. He

apparently derived the case a = 2 from Hausdorffs proof and the fact that

the closure of any invariant subset of A"p is closed', and then translated the

result to other successor a using Skolem predicates (presumably by the

preceding argument).

IV. The n° (1st) separation principle is often presented as a corollary to the

2° reduction principle. It is natural to ask whether this reduction principle

has an invariant version. The following example shows that invariant

reduction fails in the canonical logic action (and hence also in logic).

Proposition 2.4. Let p consist of a single binary relation and let I = Ip be

the canonical equivalence on Xp = 2wXu. Let A0 = [R: (3«)(Vm)(R («, m) =
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1)}, Ax = {R: (3m)(\fn)(R(n, m) = 1)}. Then there is no pair of I-invariant

22 sets which reduces (A0, A,).

Proof. Choose R0 so that (co, R0) is a dense linear order with left and right

endpoirits (i.e. an order of type 1 + tj + 1). Suppose B is an invariant n2 set

which contains R0. Then B = [0] for some H'2 sentence 9. Since n'2 classes

are closed under unions of chains (cf. Weinstein [16]), B has members Rx and

R2 which define orders of type ij + 1 and 1 + ij, respectively; hence B cannot

include either ~ A0 n A, or ~ A, n A0.

Suppose (B0, Bx) is a pair of 22 sets which reduces (A0,AX). Then, for / = 0

or 1, R0 E ~ B¡ and ~ A¡ n Ax_¡ Ç~ B¡. By the argument of the preceding

paragraph, B¡ is not invariant.   □

3. Remarks on orbits. Let p be a fixed countable similarity type.

Given « G co and an «-formula <f> = <j>(v0 • • • v„_,) G Lu¡u(p), define

n¡P = {R G A-p: (co, R, 0,..., « - 1) N <j>).

Let L be a countable fragment of La a(p), and let XL be the topological space

formed on the underlying set of A"p by taking { r<f : <> G L) as a basis.

Given R E XL we continue to identify R with (co, R). Th(.R) is the

L-theory of (a, R) and [R] is the orbit of R under the canonical action. [R] is

Borel, and, in general, there will be orbits of arbitrarily high Borel rank. In [5]

M. Benda proved a result relating a model theoretic condition on R to the

topological complexity of [R] in XL°™; viz.

(21) If R is saturated and Th(R) is not u-categorical, then [R] is not 22 in

Topological questions about orbits in XL™ were also considered briefly by

Suzuki [14].

In this section we will obtain further results of this kind. The invariant E£

separation theorem will be an important tool. Both 3.2 and 3.5 will improve

(21).
Let p#L be the similarity type with a Skolem predicate P^ for each formula

<b E L. Then the canonical embedding J: R h> R #L of XL into Xp*i defines

a homeomorphism of XL with an invariant n2 subset of A"p»¿. It follows that

XL is Polish and (w\, XL, Jp) is a Polish action. Moreover, since the canonical

embedding commutes with the canonical actions on A"p and Arp#¿, Vaught's

result (12) can be translated into a definability result for XL. The definition of

the classes L-2'°, L-TL'°a (read "2'°-over-L", etc.), is obtained from the

definition of 2'°, n'£, by replacing the initial class TCq by L and retaining the

inductive clauses as stated.

We have

(22) For a > 1, invariant 2°(A"L) = L-2'°(A"p).

Proof. Inclusion from right to left is trivial. To go from left to right assume
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B E mvÇt%(XL)); then J(B) E inv(2°(7(A-£))). By (12), J(B) = [<¡>] n
J(XL) for some 0 G 2'2(p*L). Let \p be the result of replacing each atomic

subformula of 0 by the corresponding formula of L. Then \p is L-2'° and

¿?=M.  D
Our first result provides the second half of the "inverse" to Suzuki's

observation [14, Theorem 2] that the orbit of a prime model R is a comeager

n^ subset of [ ATh(.R)] £ XL. ([14, Theorem 3] is the first half. Suzuki

worked with L = Luu but his arguments work in the general context

considered here.)

Proposition 3.1. // [R] E U^(XL), then (co, R) is L-atomic (every finite

sequence from co realizes a principal L-type in (co, R)).

Proof. This result follows easily from the Baire Category Theorem and

Suzuki's theorem [14, Theorem 3] that a model with a comeager orbit is

atomic. The following direct proof, however, introduces some ideas which are

essential for our further results.

Suppose [R] E n2. Since L is closed under quantification, it follows from

(22) that we can write [R]=[ A„Vv0 • • • v„_, Vm<t>nm], where each <bnm is

an «-formula of L. Let A„ = {-\<bnm: «j G co}; then [R] = [S: S omits each

type A„, n G w). If R realized a nonprincipal type 2, we could find S which

omits {2} u {A„: « G u). But then S G [R] and S on R, a contradiction,   p

Note that [ ATh(Ä)] is the closure of [R] in XL, hence

(23) [R] is closed if and only if Th(¿?) is co-categorical.

In view of the intrinsic invariance of the Borel classes (cf. Kuratowski [9,

§35]), for every a, [R] is a 2° (or n°) subset of XL if and only if [R] is a 2¡J

(n°) subset of [ ATh(Ä)]. In view of this fact, and of (23), we lose no

information by studying the complexity of orbits relative to [AT] where T

is a complete L-theory which is not co-categorical. It should also be noted that

in view of (22), all results of this section could be stated in terms of La a

definability and without explicit reference to any topological space.

For the remainder of §3 we assume T is a fixed, complete not u-categorical

theory of Lau and X = XT = [ /\T] with the relative topology as a subspace

ofXL™.

X is exactly the space S studied in [5].

Following Benda [5] we say R is full (weakly saturated) if every elementary

type over T is realized in R. An elementary type A is powerful if every model

of T which realizes A is full.

Theorem 3.2. No orbit is 22.

Proof. Suppose [R] E T%X); then by (22), [R] = [ V„ 3v0 • • • v„_,

Am^/iml   f°r some collection {<¡>„m: n, m E co} such that each <£,„, is an
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«-formula of Lua. Since [R] is minimal invariant, there is some «0 such that

[R] - [3v0 • . • v„o_, Am<í>„„J i-e- [R] = {S: A is realized in S) where A is

the «o-type {<bn¡¡m: m G co}.

If R is not full, let 2 be a complete type over T which is omitted by R, and

let S realize both A and 2. Then S E [R] and S on. R, a contradiction.

If R is full, then A is powerful and, since T is not co-categorical, there are

both saturated and nonsaturated models which realize A, again contradicting

the fact that [R] is an orbit.   □

Lemma 3.3. If R is full and G is an invariant E^ set which contains R, then

G = X.

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for G = [Vv0 • • • t„_i \/m4>m],

each <bm G Luu, since every invariant n° set is an intersection of sets of this

form. Let A = {-it>m: m E co}. Then G = {S: S omits A}. Since R is full,

every model of T omits A.   □

Theorem 3.4. No full model has a A° orbit.

Proof. Suppose R is full and [R] E A?. Then by 1.4, [R] E

öD(6)|)(inv(n2(A'))), and since [R] is minimal invariant, [R] = GX~G2 for

some invariant IT? sets G,, G2. By 3.3, G, = X and [R] =~ G2, contradicting

3.2.   □

Corollary 3.5. (i) If R is saturated, then [R] E U^ ~ 2^.

(ii) Let Co,..., c„ be constant symbols not in p and let p' = p U

{Cq, ..., c„}. If A is a powerful « + l-type over T and (u, S, /'0,..., /„) is a

prime model of a complete extension of

then[S]E^,°3~I^.

Proof. It is easy (see [5]) to see that R, S belong to 2°, n°, respectively.

The conclusion then follows by 3.4.   □

We have a partial converse to 3.5(i).

Theorem 3.6. Assume R is full and [R] G II^. 77ie?« R is saturated.

Proof. Suppose R is not saturated. Since R is full, T has a countable

saturated model S. Then [R] and [S] are disjoint minimal invariant Tl3 sets. It

follows from the invariant n° separation theorem that there are invariant EC

sets G„ G2 such that [R] C G, ~ G2 C~ [S]. Since R is full, it follows from

3.3 that G, - X. Then [S] ç G2, and since S is full, G2 = X and [R] = 0, a
contradiction.   □

The invariant n£ separation principle appears to be a useful tool for
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attacking general classification problems in descriptive set theory. For

example, consider the following proof of one of the first results in the subject

(cf. Addison [3] or Lusin [10]).

(24) (Baire 1906) The set .4 = {R E 2aXa: R defines a function fR: co->co

& (V«)(/Ä-'({«}) is finite)} belongs to ET^ ~ 2°¡.

Proof. A is obviously invariant H3. If A were 2° then A would be an

alternated union of invariant n2 sets. Such sets cannot separate structures

which satisfy the same n'° sentences (i.e. which realize the same types of Vo

formulas). It is easy to show that A can.

Consider, for example, the functions/0,/, defined as follows:

(i) lfj=pn where p is the /th odd prime and 1 < « < /, then /,(/) = p;

otherwise /,(/) =j.

(ii) Uj is odd, then f2(j) = /,(/); if/ is even, then f2(f) = 0.
Let R¡ be the characteristic function of/, / = 1, 2. Then Rx E A, R2 $. A,

and it is a straightforward exercise to show that (w, Rx), (co, Rt) realize the

same types of V? formulas.   □

4. Ü'0, separation and the problem of effectiveness. The main result of this

section, (4.2), is an "admissible" version of the n°(Ap) separation theorem for

p G HC and a > 2, a successor ordinal. HC = [x: TC(x) < co} is the

collection of hereditarily countable sets. TC(x) is the transitive closure of x.

Since the construction used in 2.3 is highly effective, we will obtain a

corresponding n'° separation theorem for admissible languages as a

corollary.

We continue to assume for convenience that p is a set of relation symbols.

We further assume that p G HC and that the syntax of Lu a is formalized in a

standard fashion so that La u(p) ç HC and the usual syntactical operations

(substitution, collection of subformulas, etc.) are primitive recursive, (cf.

Barwise [4]). For definiteness we specify that a relation symbol is a triple

R = (1, s, n), where s is arbitrary and « = n(R) G co, a constant symbol is a

pair s = (2, s), and that the language is then constructed as in Keisler [8]. The

facts about admissible sets and primitive recursive (prim) set functions which

we require may be found in [8] and in Jensen and Karp [6].

Let C = {(2, «): « G o¡}. Borel subsets of A*p are naturally named by

variable-free (propositional) sentences of Lau(p (j C). Such sentences will be

called p-names. When discussing p-names we will omit "primes" and refer to

basic p-names, n°,-p-names, etc. A p-name 0 names the set [9] = {S:

(co, S, 0, 1,... ) t= 0}. It is apparent that B Q Xp is n° if and only if B = [9]

for some E^-p-name 0.

n°(p) is the set of Il^-p-names. n°a)(p) = (J {^(p): ß < a). at(p) is the

set of atomic p-names. For & ç HC, lPa[&] - U°a(p) n &. at(p) U {n<í>:
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<f> G at(p)} is the set of subbasic p-names. Given a name 0, sub(0) is the set of

subnames (subformulas) of 9.

The following lemma is an effective version of the classical method of

generalized homeomorphisms (i.e. the classical method of Skolem predicates).

It will be used to reduce the general case of the EÇ+1 separation theorem to

the case a == 1.

Lemma 4.1. Let & C HC be prim-closed, co, pGéE, l<a<co,. Suppose

0 G &, 0 Ç n(°a)(p). Then there exist p„ ¥, %, % E &, g: Xp -* Xp¡ such

that:

(i) p, contains only 0-ary relation symbols (i.e., p, ispropositional).

(ii) ¥ is a TL2-px-name and g is a Borel isomorphism on Xp onto [Sp"].

(iii) %: at(p,) -» 2°,(p), 5, : 0 -» at(p,) are functions such that for 4* E at(p,),

0 G 0, [%M] = g-'am and [%(9)] n m = g([0]).

Proof. Let L = {at(p)} u {sub(0): 9 E 0}. Let p, be the similarity type

with a 0-ary relation symbol P^ = (1, (L, <j>), 0) for each <b E L. Let ¥ E &

be a n2-p,-name for Bx where

^.= n [p.^npjn n [pVr~yrpJ
"■.¡.EL Vrei Y

Let £: L -» 2°(p) be a prim function such that for every c> G L, [£(c»] =

fo]. Define % = {(P#, £(c»): <b É L), % = {(0, Pe): 0 G 0}. For R E Xp,
set g(R)(Pç) =1 if .R G [<£], 0 otherwise. It is easily checked that p„

^j g, %> 5, have the required properties.   □

Given a sequence <> = (<j>ß: ß < y> of p-names, let [<i>] = <[<pß]: ß < y>. Let

IÇ[*]W-{W» 6EC[Ä]},

^(nft*,)) = {z)[ç>]: (3ô g co,)(cp g a ns+1(n>))

&[<p] is suitable for 6D4(rÇ(A*p)))}.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose & C HC is admissible, p, u E éE, 1 < /x < co,. 77ievj

n°+,[(£](A"p) /¡as iAe s/rong separation property with respect to 6D[S](n°(Arp)).

Proof. We consider two cases.

Case 1. ¡i = 1 and p is propositional.

Let yl0, A, be disjoint sets belonging to n2[£](A'p).

We may assume

^.= n u m,   ^2= n u K],
kex¡   ye/ ke.K2  je.J
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where each 9kJ is a finite conjunction of subbasic names, say 9kJ = A <iw> K\>

K2 are disjoint elements of 6£, and the sequences (9kJ:k G Kx,j E /),

(9kJ: k E K2,j EJ) belong to &.

Let o, t range over the set T of finite functions with domain included in

Kx U K2, range included in /. (These are "partial Skolem functions".) Let s, t

range over the collection T of finite sets of subbasic p-names ("partial

elements of A"p"). Given o E T, let t" = U {tka(k): k E dom(a)}, 0" = A *">

so[0°]= nAedom(o)[0MA)].

Given a E On, let p(a) = 1 if a is odd, 2 if a is even. Choose a set

co G On u S. Define a rank function Rk: T X T-^On u {oo} by the

conditions:

Bk(s,a) > 1   if [A-?] n[0"]7¿0,

Rk(j, o)> a + l   if (VP G p)(V£ G Kp(a))(3t, t)

(s Ç / & o Ç t & (P G t or n P G /)

& k E dom(r) & Rk(/, t) > a),

Rk(i, a) > X   if Rk(i, a) > ß for every /? < X,

provided X = \J X,

■pur.   \ _ ( the smallest a such that Rk(j, o) > a + I   if such exists,

i oo   otherwise. (25)

Note [/\s] n [A'°] = 0 if and only if

(3P G p)(3* G dom(o))(P, nP G j U ^w).

Thus, the relation on s, a: "Rk(i, a) > 1" is definable by a A0 formula in the

parameters T, T, p G 6E. It follows from the form of (25) that the relation on

s,o,a: "Rk(s, a) > a" is primitive recursive in T, T, p, hence Rk n & is

A-definable in &. We claim

Rk G &. (28)1

Let us defer verification of (28) and proceed. For s E T let s = {nP:

Pes}u(PnPe s). Let 8 = range(Rk). For tj < tS, define

r„ = {V('~° U i): (s, o)ETx T&Rk(5, o) < rj},

fy = A ^. so

[%]=    H    ~([ A*] n [«•]).
Rk(j,(7)<7)

Let <p=(cpn:7j<ô). <p is primitive recursive in parameters from &,

dom(tp) = 5 + 1 GS, hence <p G &. It is easy to check that [<¡p] is suitable for

'Lemmas in the text are numbered in logical order.
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%(n°x(Xp)). We claim

AxCD([<p])C~A2. (30)

To establish (30), suppose x E Xp. Let

Tk = min{Rk(í,o):xG[Aí] Ci[0']},

and choose s, o such that x G [/\s] n [0a] and Rk(s, a) = r¡x. Note that

f)x > 1 and x E [<pnJ ~ [<¡\+,]. Thus, it suffices to show:

x E A¡ ̂ >p(r\x) ¥* i   for / = 1, 2. (29)

Since Rk(j, a) < t\x + 1, there is some P G p, A: G Kp(ru) such that for any

t E T,j E J,

s C t & (P G t or "IP G t) => Rk(r, a U {(k,j)}) < t]x.

In particular, if

/= ÍJU {P}   ifxG[P],
|jU {~lP}   otherwise,

then Rk(r, a u {(k,j)}) < t\x for anyy. By the minimality of i\x it follows that

xÉ U [0"u^»]=[0<']n u [¿y.
ye/ ye/

Since j: G [0ff] we obtain x G U;e/[0*/]> so x £ ^(^y This proves (29) and,

hence, (30).

It remains to establish (28). We first prove

Image(Rk) Q On. (27)

Since T X T is countable, there exists an odd ordinal 5 < co, such that

(Vj, <r)(Rk(i, a) > 8 => Rk(i, a) > 8 + 2).

Let "3* : u -» p, g,: to -> ÍT,, g2: co -» Ä"2 be surjections. If Rk(0, 0) > Ô, then

Rk(0, 0) > 5 + 1, and for some t, r,

(9(0) G t or n <$(0) E t) & g, (0) G dom(r) & Rk(/, t) > 5.

Then Rk(f, t) > 5 + 2, so there exist s0~D t, o0~D r such that g2(0) G

dom(o-0) & Rk(i0, cr0) > 5. Proceeding inductively, we may define s„, a„ for

each « G co such that

(V« G «)(Vm < «)[>m ç sn & om C an & (<?(«) G sn or -]<$(n) E sn)

&8i(n),g2(n) E dom(on) &Rk(i„, <t„) > 8]. (26)

Let * be the unique member of f) nea[A>sn\anQl let A = U „on. Note that « is

a function on Kx u AT2 to /. If x £ [0""], then since ~ [0°"] is open, there

exists m > n such that

[Avl £-['"■] c~[*a"]
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and, hence, Rk(jm, om) = 0. This contradicts (26) and shows that

n k^Kx\jK2

This  imphes  that x E A, n A2,  a  second contradiction,  which proves

Rk(0, 0) < 5 and (27) follows.

If Rk(0, 0) g ÉE, then for some (s, o), Rk(s, a) = co, n & and

(dB, g ) n (v(í, t) g r x r)

[s Ç/&aÇT-»(3a)(a GOn&Rk(i, t) < a)].

Applying 2-reflection, we obtain co, n & G éE, a contradiction, which estab-

lishes (28) and completes the proof of Case 1.

Case 2. n > 1, p arbitrary.

Let A „ A2 be disjoint elements of E^+, [&](Xp) and suppose

A,- D    U K]   for/=1,2,
*e*¡ ye/

where Ä",, K2 are disjoint elements of 6£, (0^,: i£i,U Ä*./ G /) GéE, and

each 0Ay G n^/p). Let ® = {9kJ: k E Kx U K2,j E J} and choose p„ xb, %,

% G 6E as given by 4.1. Let

*,«[*]n H   U [%■)],     i -1,2.
ke.K¡   jŒj

Then £„ 52 are disjoint elements of lT2)[iB](A'Pi). Applying the result of Case

1, let cp' = (cp^: ij < ô)GéE be a sequence of n°-p,-names such that Bx Q

D([<p']) C B2. For ß < 8 let cpg be the result of replacing in <p'ß each P G p, by

%(P). Let cp =(cp/8: /S < 5). As in Remark III, §2, it is easily checked that

Z)[cp] G 6D[(î](EÇ(A'p)) and ,4, ç D[cp] ç A2. This completes the proof of 4.2.

D
Let U'lm = H>) n <£ and let ̂ (n*) = %j(lfy n £.

Corollary 4.3. Suppose & ç HC « admissible, p, co G £E, 1 < p < co,.

77ze«   n'°+,[(£]( Fp)  has  the  strong  separation property   with  respect  to

Proof. As in Vaught [15] the proof of 2.1(a) is uniform and establishes

(31) There is a function 9 h» <0(*n): « G co) which is primitive recursive in

parameters co, p such that if 0 is a n°-p-name, then for every «, 0 (*n) G IT°(p)

and [0](*"> n X™ = (|0 (*nXn)D.

Using (31) our proof of 2.3 is easily made effective, giving 4.3 as a

consequence of 4.2.   fj

Remarks. V. The usual "lightface" descriptive set theory concerns admis-

sible sets of the form x+ = L0,[x] for x E 2a. Such sets & are locally
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countable, containing a map of co onto x for each x G &. If 6B is locally

countable, co G & and & is prim-closed, then the standard proof of 2°-

reduction shows that 2°[£E](A"p) has the reduction property and, hence,

n°[(£](Arp) has the weak first separation property (p > 1, p G &). It seems

doubtful that 2°[6E]-reduction holds when & is not locally countable.

VI. For & = x+, x E 2U, it is known that B Ç 2° is II°[6E] if and only if B

is n°-in-v (in the sense of classical recursion theory) for some parameter v

which is hyperarithmetic in x. Before we obtained 4.2, Richard Haas (unpub-

lished) showed that n2(2w) has the strong separation property with respect to

the class of recursive alternated unions of n° sets. If his result can be shown

to relativize to arbitrary parameters or to extend to higher levels of the

hyperarithmetical hierarchy it will improve the result one obtains from 4.2 in

these cases by avoiding the introduction of hyperarithmetic parameters.
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